Like other kinds of information, types of objects in the real world are often found to be ®lled with uncertainty and/or partial truth. It may be due to either the vague nature of a type itself or to incomplete information in the process determining it even if the type is crisp, i.e., clearly de®ned. This paper proposes a framework to deal with uncertainty and/or partial truth in automated reasoning systems with taxonomic information, and in particular type hierarchies. A fuzzy type is formulated as a pair combining a basic type and a fuzzy truth-value, where a basic type can be crisp or vague (in the intuitive sense). A structure for a class of fuzzy truth-value lattices is proposed for this construction. The fuzzy subtype relation satisfying intuition is de®ned as a partial order between two fuzzy types. As an object may belong to more than one (fuzzy) type, conjunctive fuzzy types are introduced and their lattice properties are studied. Then, for reasoning with fuzzy types, a mismatching degree of one (conjunctive) fuzzy type to another is de®ned as the complement of the relative necessity degree of the former to the latter. It is proved that the de®ned fuzzy type mismatching degree has properties similar to those of fuzzy set mismatching degree, which allow a uni®ed treatment of fuzzy types and fuzzy sets in reasoning. The framework provides a formal basis for development of order-sorted fuzzy logic systems. Ó
Introduction
It is now widely accepted that taxonomic information, e.g. a type hierarchy, is an important part of a knowledge base. This is not only because objects in the real world are naturally associated with types, but also because taxonomic information helps to reduce search space and provide ecient computation through inheritance.
Order-sorted logic or, more generally, many-sorted logic [8, 30, 52] and order-sorted logic programming [7, 31, 40, 59, 62] have been studied and developed to provide logical foundations for automated reasoning systems with taxonomic information and inheritance. However, research on fuzzy logic in a similar direction, particularly, on order-sorted fuzzy logic and logic programming to deal with uncertainty and/or partial truth in such systems appears to be sporadic.
Order-sorted logic and its programming languages are based on type (i.e., sort) hierarchies (i.e., partially ordered sets) and inheritance through them. Let us consider the following logic program: if x is a bird then x has wings for every x if x is an eagle then x is a bird for every x
Object #1 is an eagleX
The answer to the query``Does object #1 have wings?'' will be``Yes''. As shown in [1] , if the fact that EAG LE EAGLE is a subtype of BIRD BIRD is exploited, instead of using the second rule in the program above, then ecient computation is gained through integration of inheritance directly in the uni®cation process.
Normally, inheritance is assumed to be strict, that is, a type can always inherit the properties of its supertypes. In practice, there are cases when inheritance is not so strict and has exceptions. Fuzzy logic has been applied to model these cases by fuzzifying inheritance links among types in a type hierarchy (e.g. [36] ). In this paper, our attention is focused on another kind of uncertainty and/or partial truth relating to types and inheritance through a type hierarchy.
That is the uncertainty and/or partial truth about types of objects. It may be due to either the vague nature of a type itself or to incomplete information in the process determining it even if the type is crisp, i.e., clearly de®ned. Examples of the ®rst case are vague types like TALL TALL_PER SO N PERSON and PR ETTY PRETTY _WOMAN WO M AN . An example of the second case is when one sees an animal and can only say``It is more or less true that it is a B IR D B IR D'', due to some degree of indetermination in the perception process, even when BIRD B I R D is a crisp type. As such, in classical order-sorted logic an object has strictly to be or not to be of a type, whereas in fuzzy logic an object is said to be of a type with an uncertainty and/or truth degree. One could view this type and this degree collectively as a fuzzy type assigned to this object. The notion of fuzzy types here is not the same as the notion of vague types. A fuzzy type can be imagined as a basic type, which can be crisp or vague (in the intuitive sense), fuzzi®ed by an uncertainty and/or truth degree. Now, suppose that one has the following rules (without exception), the pattern of which is very common in fuzzy reasoning systems:
if it is true that x is a bird then it is true that x has wings for every x if it is very true that x is an eagle then it is true that x is a bird for every x and the fact It is very true that object #1 is an eagle then one can infer It is true that object #1 has wingsX Considering (BIRD BIRD, true) and (EAGLE EAGLE, very true) as fuzzy types, one can rewrite the ®rst rule above as follows: if x is of birdY true then it is true that x has wings for every x Then, if (EAGLE EAGLE, very true) is de®ned to be a fuzzy subtype of (BIRD BIRD , true), the same advantage of classical order-sorted logic is obtained.
There are a number of ways uncertainty and/or partial truth are measured. They can be, for instance, probability degrees, truth degrees, possibility degrees, necessity degrees or fuzzy truth-values. In this paper, for the homogeneity of vague data that are all de®ned by fuzzy sets capturing the meaning of natural language terms, we mainly consider fuzzy truth-values for representation of uncertainty and/or partial truth about types of objects, but the approach can be adapted for other measures as well.
Nevertheless, we recall that fuzzy truth-values, de®ned as fuzzy sets on the interval 0Y 1 of real numbers [72] , express both partial truth and uncertainty [46] . Also, fuzzy truth-values can denote linguistic truth-values, which are more usual in human expressions than values in 0Y 1. In a fuzzy type, a fuzzy truthvalue associated with a basic type of an object can be interpreted either as a fuzzy truth quali®cation [74] on a basic type assertion or as a membership grade as in the de®nition of L-fuzzy sets [29] , whereby a membership grade can be a value in a lattice other than 0Y 1.
An early work on type hierarchies with uncertainty was [60] , which de®ned additional uncertain relations between types by rules of the form ts X l 1 u 1 l 2 u 2 , where tY s were types and l 1 u 1 Y l 2 u 2 were support pairs, each of which de®ned lower and upper bounds on probability [3] . Such a rule expressed``If an object is of type s then it is of type t with support l 1 u 1 , and if it is not of type s then it is of type t with support l 2 u 2 ''. Then the support pair for a type of an object could be inferred as with a FRIL program [5] .
A similar work was [48] , which de®ned a probabilistic knowledge base to comprise a concept lattice and a set of probabilistic formulas of the form
where A, B were concepts and x 1 Y x 2 were respectively the lower and the upper bounds of the conditional probability of B given A, which were actually a support pair as used in [60] . A deduction rule was then de®ned to infer from the probabilistic knowledge base the support pair for a concept given another concept.
In those two works, the main concern was inferring support pairs associated with types or concepts from uncertain rules about relations between types (in addition to a type hierarchy), rather than de®ning fuzzy types and their partial order. Also, there was no consideration of objects in uncertainty reasoning with a type hierarchy. In contrast, we introduce the notion of fuzzy types and de®ne their inclusion relation, possibly with mismatching degrees, to be integrated directly in the uni®cation process as explained above. Further, our fuzzy type framework can be used to develop an order-sorted fuzzy logic language, with both objects and their types involved in uncertain reasoning. Besides, our approach exploits only the relations between basic types given by a basic type hierarchy, without assuming an additional knowledge base of uncertain rules about them.
Meanwhile, object-oriented languages have also been extended to deal with the vagueness of object attributes and uncertainty and/or partial truth of the membership of an object in a class or of the subclass relation between two classes. In [24] , vague attributes were de®ned by fuzzy sets, and the certainty degree of a membership or of a subclass relation was de®ned by relative necessity degrees of vague attributes to other ones. In [67] , a truth-value that was de®ned by a fuzzy set on the binary truth-value set f0Y 1g was used to express uncertainty about the class membership of an object. In [4] , the authors described an object-oriented extension of FRIL [5] , named FRIL, which combined object-oriented programming and FRIL fuzzy logic programming. In [18] , principles for a framework of fuzzy object models were outlined and their related research issues were identi®ed. Some recent research results in dealing with fuzziness and uncertainty in object-oriented databases were presented in [19] .
In fact, order-sorted (fuzzy) logic and (fuzzy) object-oriented languages are closely related, where the former provides a logical basis for the latter with classes being treated as types and inheritance as type uni®cation. This paper is concerned with order-sorted fuzzy logic, for which formal semantics and soundness and completeness of proof procedures are the main issues, rather than a fuzzy object-oriented language. Notable work towards order-sorted fuzzy logic is the work on fuzzy conceptual graphs [34, 50, 53, 69] and on fuzzy conceptual graph programming [14, 16, 70] , which will be brie¯y presented in Section 6. That work has provided basic concepts for representing uncertainty about types of objects and rules for reasoning with it, although still lacking a framework of fuzzy types and their partial order.
This paper presents a general framework of fuzzy types as outlined above for handling uncertainty about types of objects, in general, and for order-sorted fuzzy logic programming, in particular. Sections 2±5 are a re®nement and extension of [15] , which were partially reported in [13] . Section 2 surveys dierent de®nitions of truth-values and structures of a truth-value set in existing fuzzy logic systems, then proposes a general structure in which characteristics of truthvalues, being decisive for reasoning, are distinguished. Section 3 formulates a fuzzy type as a pair combining a basic type and a fuzzy truth-value, and de®nes the fuzzy subtype relation as a partial order between two fuzzy types. Then, in Section 4, for the fact that an object may belong to more than one (fuzzy) type, conjunctive fuzzy types are introduced and their lattice properties are studied. For fuzzy type inference, Section 5 introduces the notion of fuzzy type mismatching degrees as the complement of relative necessity degrees of fuzzy types to other ones. An application of this fuzzy type framework for development of order-sorted fuzzy logic programming systems is described in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 presents concluding remarks of the paper.
For a symbol convention, we especially use T i as the common symbol for all orders used in this paper, under the same umbrella of information ordering, whereby A T i B (or, equivalently, B P i A means B is more informative, or more speci®c, than A. In particular, we write A T i B if B is a subtype of A. It will be clear in a speci®c context which order this common symbol denotes. Also, we will write A`i B (or, equivalently, B b i A to indicate that A T i B and A T B.
For an abbreviation convention, we write i for``if and only if''.
Truth-value set structures
Truth-values in fuzzy logic have been expressed in various ways. They have been de®ned by real numbers in 0Y 1 (e.g. [32, 44, 55, 58] , or subintervals of 0Y 1 (e.g. [20, 54, 57] , or fuzzy sets on 0Y 1 (e.g. [6, 9, 46, 70, 72] . In [65] , the structures of truth-value sets in more than 30 dierent logical systems were reviewed and their common features studied.
However truth-values are de®ned, it is necessary to distinguish their truthcharacteristics because they are decisive for reasoning. For example,``It is very true that object #1 is an EAGLE EAG LE'' entails``It is very true that object #1 is a Not all the works cited above considered truth-values with dierent truthcharacteristics. There was no mention of truth-characteristics of truth-values in [32, 54, 57, 58, 65] . Although in [44] 0.5 was used as a splitting point of 0Y 1 to determine whether an interpretation satis®ed a formula, that was just on``fuzzy positive logic'', as discussed in [55] .
In [55] , 0Y 1 was divided into the two half-intervals 0Y 0X5 and 0X5Y 1, which corresponded to``fuzzy negative logic'' and``fuzzy positive logic'' as named by the authors. Implicitly, 0Y 0X5 and 0X5Y 1 were assigned to FALSE FALSE and TRUE TRUE characteristics, respectively, and 0.5 was considered an UNK NOWN UN KNO WNcharacteristic truth-value. In [9, 46] , TRU E TRUE-and FALSE FALSE-characteristic fuzzy truth-values like very true and very false, de®ned by fuzzy sets on 0Y 1, were used. In [20, 70] , a truth-value set was explicitly de®ned to be a union of TRUE TRUE-, FALSE FALSE-and UNKNO WN UNKN OWN-characteristic truth-value subsets. Furthermore, appropriate partial orders among truth-values are required in de®ning fuzzy reasoning rules. In [55] the authors de®ned the ambiguity partial order between two truth-values that expressed which one was more ambiguous than the other. In [20] the authors de®ned two partial orders on interval truthvalues, one of which was called the degree-of-truth and the other the degreeof-information. In [70] , the partial order between two fuzzy truth-values was de®ned by the fuzzy subset relation. In those works, truth-characteristics of truth-values were taken into account in de®ning the partial orders. Whereas, in [54] , the author de®ned the truth order and the non-speci®city order on interval truth-values, but their truth-characteristics were not mentioned.
In this paper, our attention is focused on the information partial order between truth-values, like the degree-of-information order in [20] and the nonspeci®city order in [54] on interval truth-values. The order de®nes which one is more informative or more speci®c than the other and thus is similar in meaning to the subtype and the fuzzy subset orders. A type is more speci®c than one of its supertypes in the sense, for example, that``Object #1 is an EAGLE EAGLE'' is more informative than``Object #1 is a BIRD BIRD '', whence the former implies the latter. The information order among truth-values can also be exploited for inference.
For example, if very true is a fuzzy subset of true, then one can infer``It is true that object #1 is a B IR D BIRD'' from``It is very true that object #1 is a BIRD BIRD''.
In addition, it is desirable for a fuzzy logic system that its truth-values form a lattice. In [25] , a basis for lattice fuzzy logic, inspired from [61] , was discussed and a particular in®nite lattice was proposed. Truth-values in [54, 58] , for instance, also formed lattices. Therefore, our approach in de®ning truth-value sets is dierent from those of previous works in having all the following features: 1. We consider truth-values of dierent truth-characteristics, for a fuzzy logic that can express and deal with both TRU E TRUE-characteristic and FALS E FALSE-characteristic assertions. 2. We consider the information partial order among truth-values taking into account their truth-characteristics, which is used for inference. 3. We de®ne a general structure for a class of truth-value sets having the two features above, which can be applied to dierent de®nitions of truthvalues suitable for particular applications, rather than a speci®c truth-value set.
Firstly, we recall that the set of all fuzzy sets on a domain U forms a complete lattice with the fuzzy subset relation, denoted by , as the partial order: for a set S of fuzzy sets, the greatest lower bound glbS is a fuzzy set de®ned by Vu P U X l glbS u inf APS fl A ug and the least upper bound lubS is a fuzzy set de®ned by Vu U X l lubS u sup APS fl A ug, where l A denotes the membership function of a fuzzy set A. The least and greatest elements are respectively the empty set Y, considered as a special fuzzy set whose membership function has only value 0 and the universal set U, considered as a special fuzzy set whose membership function has only value 1.
Here, we apply this lattice property of fuzzy sets, but using the inverse order of the fuzzy subset one, so that``greater'' means``more speci®c''. That is, as for all orders used in this paper, under the same umbrella of information ordering, given two fuzzy sets A and B on the same domain, we write A T i B (or, equivalently, B P i A for B A. We recall that, B A means B is more speci®c or more informative than A in terms of the possibility distributions [73] induced by them. For example, given young and very young as linguistic labels of fuzzy sets such that very young is a fuzzy subset of young, one has young T i very young.
The following de®nition of a truth-value lattice was ®rst proposed [15] . 
. u 0 (solutely unknown) and i 0 (solutely inonsistent) are respectively the least and the greatest elements of the lattice.
The de®ned structure of truth-value lattices can be depicted as in Fig. 1 . It can be considered as a generalization with dierent degrees of truth and falsity of the four-valued structure of [10] . The two elements t 0 and f 0 correspond to the binary truth-values true and false in classical logic.
In the abstract de®nition above, lubfv 1 Y v 2 g and glbfv 1 Y v 2 g are primarily the labels of the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound of {v 1 Y v 2 }, rather than operations on v 1 and v 2 . In a speci®c de®nition of a truth-value lattice, they may be realized by speci®c operations, as shown in the following examples.
Example 2.1. In this example, a truth-value is de®ned as a fuzzy set on 0Y 1, i.e., a fuzzy truth-value. TRUE TRUE and FALSE FALSE characteristics are de®ned as in [6] : a fuzzy truth-value is said to have the TRUE TRU E characteristic if its membership function is monotonic increasing to level unity, or the FALSE FALS E characteristic if its membership function is monotonic decreasing from level unity, where the monotonicity must be strict if the membership level is other than 0, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . l absolutely true 1 1 and l absolutely true u 0 for all u T 1 l absolutely false 0 1 and l absolutely false u 0 for all u T 0 Vu P 0Y 1 X l absolutely inconsistent u 0 Vu P 0Y 1 X l absolutely unknown u 1 and T i , lub and glb are de®ned like those for a fuzzy set lattice as recalled above. This truth-value lattice de®nition is still not very speci®c, and can have variations. For example, there is a variety of fuzzy set intersection and union de®nitions [42] , and lub and glb can be de®ned to be any corresponding ones of them. Also, S T and S F can be countable collections of linguistic truth-values, e.g. in [9] , then lubfv 1 Y v 2 g and glbfv 1 Y v 2 g are the labels of the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound of {v 1 Y v 2 } rather than fuzzy set operations on them.
Example 2.2. In this example, a truth-value is de®ned as a real number in 0Y 1. Systems based on real numbers in 0Y 1 and having truth-characteristics distinguished, e.g. [55] and [20] , commonly use 0.5 as the splitting point between FALSE FALSE-and TRU E TRUE-characteristic regions, where 0.5 is considered an UNK NOWN UN KNO WNcharacteristic truth-value. Then, a truth-value set can be de®ned as follows: 
where T is the usual real number less-than-or-equal-to relation. The meaning of the order here is similar to the ambiguity order [55] , as illustrated in Fig. 3 , that is, the nearer a truth-value to 0.5 the less informative it is. However, there is no straightforward de®nition of INCONSISTENT IN CO NSISTENT-characteristic truth-values by real numbers in 0Y 1, whereas fuzzy sets on 0Y 1 are more expressive in that they can represent even UNK NOWN UNK NOWN-and INCON SIS TENT INCONSISTENT-characteristic truthvalues with various degrees. This is simply because fuzzy set values are``twodimensional'' in comparison with``one-dimensional'' real numbers in 0Y 1.
Based on the structure proposed above, in [13] , we de®ned a structure for fuzzy truth-value lattices, which is presented below, to be used to formulate fuzzy types. It also contains two distinguished TRU In the following de®nition, for every fuzzy set e on a domain and every e P 0Y 1, A e denotes the fuzzy set whose membership function is de®ned by:
representing e being pervaded overall with an indetermination degree e P 0Y 1, where there is no information which could allow one to assign different degrees of indetermination to dierent elements of [49] . De®nition 2.2. A fuzzy truth-value lattice is a lattice of fuzzy sets on 0Y 1 that includes two complete sublattices T and F such that:
1. Vv 1 P T Vv 2 P F X v 1 and v 2 are incomparable, and 2. VS P T X lubS P T and glbS P T VS P F X lubS P F and glbS P FY and 3. The basis of Condition 3 is that v e represents v being pervaded overall with an indetermination degree e, as de®ned above. Thus, if v is a TRUE TRU Echaracteristic truth-value (i.e., v P T) and v e still implies a TRU E TRU E-characteristic truth-value (i.e., Wv Ã P T X v Ã T i v e), then v e should still be a TRUE TRUE-characteristic truth-value. The case of FALSE FALSE-characteristic truth-values is similar. Like De®nition 2.1, De®nition 2.2 gives a structure rather than a speci®c de®nition of a fuzzy truth-value lattice. Here, for generality, we deliberately leave T and F to be speci®cally de®ned in a particular implementation. For instance, the TRU E TRUE and the FALS E FALSE characteristics can be de®ned as in Example 2.1.
Single fuzzy types
The formulation of a fuzzy type as a pair combining a basic type and a truth-value, as described in Section 1, was ®rst proposed in [15] to be a formal basis for development of order-sorted fuzzy logic systems. Therein, a truthvalue was either a TRUE TRUE-characteristic or a FALSE FALSE-characteristic one or, otherwise, solutely unknown or solutely inonsistent. Here, based on the structure of fuzzy truth-value lattices given in De®nition 2.2, we extend the framework by allowing arbitrary fuzzy truth-values, including partially unknown and partially inconsistent ones with various degrees.
In the following de®nition, we assume a partially ordered set of basic types and a fuzzy truth-value lattice to be given. Also, under the same umbrella of information ordering, given two basic types t 1 and t 2 , we write t 1 T i t 2 to denote that t 2 is a subtype of t 1 . In accordance with this, a type hierarchy is drawn with a type being nearer to the top than its supertypes. This convention with information ordering on types was also adopted in [17] . Therefore, we use the terms the lest speifi ommon sutype and the most speifi ommon supertype, instead of the mximl ommon sutype and the miniml ommon supertype, respectively. De®nition 3.1. A fuzzy type is de®ned to be a pair tY v, where t is a basic type in a partially ordered set of basic types and v is a fuzzy truth-value in a fuzzy truth-value lattice.
The intended meaning of a fuzzy type assertion``x is of fuzzy type tY v'' is`( x is of t) is v'', or``It is v that x is of t''. A basic type can be regarded as a special fuzzy type whose fuzzy truth-value is solutely true. As a basis for de®ning the fuzzy subtype relation, we establish the two following assumptions, which were implicitly applied to the de®nition of the projection from a fuzzy concept to another in [70] , where fuzzy truth-values were used as compatibility degrees of concept referents to concept types. They were then explicitly stated and discussed in [15] generally for any truth-value set of the structure of De®nition 2.1.
Assumption 3.1. Given a type assertion``x is of t'' and two truth-values v 1 and v 2 under the information order
With v 1 and v 2 being fuzzy truth-values, this assumption is a special case of the entilment priniple [74] for fuzzy sets, which states that if e is a fuzzy subset of f (i.e., B T i A) then``x is e'' entails``x is f''. Assumption 3.2. Given two type assertions``x is of t 1 '' and``x is of t 2 '' where t 1 is a subtype of t 2 and a truth-value v, one has: The assumption here is that, if one can assign a type to an object with a TRU E TRUE-characteristic degree, then one can assign a supertype of this type to the object with at least the same truth degree (i.e., it is possibly truer), which is actually the least speci®c solution subsuming all other possible solutions of the case. Dually, if one can assign a type to an object with a FALSE FALSE-characteristic degree, then one can assign a subtype of this type to the object with at least the same falsity degree (i.e., it is possibly falser).
In [60] , the authors assumed that, if a type was assigned to an object with a support pair, then every supertype of it could be assigned to the object with the same support pair. However, while this assumption is reasonable with a support pair like 1Y 1, which corresponds to solutely true, it is not reasonable with a support pair like 0Y 0, which corresponds to solutely flse. This fault was due to the fact that the authors did not take into account``positive'' or``negative'' characteristics of support pairs.
On the basis of Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2, we de®ne the fuzzy subtype relation that has the same intuitive idea as the ordinary subtype relation. That is, if s 1 and s 2 are fuzzy types and s 1 is a fuzzy subtype of s 2 , then``x is of s 1 '' entails``x is of s 2 ''. The following de®nition of the fuzzy subtype relation is more general than the one in [15] 
The intuition of De®nition 3.2 is as follows. For case 1,``x is of t 2 Y v 2 '' entails``x is of t 1 Y v 1 '' due to t 1 t 2 and Assumption 3.1. In case 2, one has lubfv P T j v T i v 2 g P T due to Wv P T X v T i v 2 and De®nition 2.2, whence the case is based on the following entailment chain:
to lubfv P T j v T i v 2 g P TY t 1`i t 2 and Assumption 3.2, and 3.``x is of
Case 3 is similar. We note that, in case 2, if The following proposition states that the fuzzy subtype relation is a partial order on the set of all fuzzy types de®ned over a partially ordered set of basic types and a fuzzy truth-value lattice (see Appendix A for the proof).
Proposition 3.1. he fuzzy sutype reltion is prtil orderF
We note that, although the de®nitions of fuzzy types and fuzzy subtype relation here employ fuzzy truth-values, they can be adapted for other measures of uncertainty and/or partial truth as well. Indeed, instead of considering the TRUE TRUE and the FALSE FALSE characteristics, one can generally consider thè`p ositive'' and the``negative'' characteristics of uncertainty and/or partial truth values. In particular, lower and upper bounds of probability, truth, possibility, or necessity degrees, which are commonly used in uncertainty reasoning systems (e.g. [5, 22, 56, 57] ) can be considered as``positive'' characteristic and``negative'' characteristic values, respectively.
For example, with the uncertain type (EAGLE EAGLE, (P0.9)) where 0.9 is a probability degree, the fact``Object #1 is of (EAGLE EAGLE, (P0.9))'' means``It is probable at least to degree 0.9 that object #1 is an EAGLE EAG LE''. In fact, a lattice of the structure of De®nition 2.1 can be de®ned for lower and upper bounds of probability, truth, possibility, or necessity degrees, where S T is considered as the set of``positive'' characteristic values of the form (P v) with v P(0, 1], and S F as the set of``negative'' characteristic values of the form (T v) with v P 0Y 1. The speci®c de®nition is as follows:
Then it can be applied to De®nition 3.2 for the information partial order between uncertain types. For example, (EAGLE EAG LE, (P0.9)) is a subtype of (BIRD BIRD , (P0.7)), where 0.9 and 0.7 are probability degrees. The intuition is that, if``It is probable at least to degree 0. 
Conjunctive fuzzy types
In fact, there can be more than one fuzzy type assertion for an object. To have a single type label as a lattice-based value associated with an object in such a case, we apply the onjuntive type construction technique in [1, 17] , whereby a conjunctive type is de®ned to be a non-empty ®nite set of pairwise incomparable types (i.e., every pair is incomparable). TALL TALL_M AN M AN , flse), (HANDSOME H AND SOM E_M AN M AN , more or less true)}. Since a fuzzy type can be regarded as a special conjunctive fuzzy type that consists of only one fuzzy type, we may omit the bracelet brackets in writing such a special conjunctive fuzzy type.
As mentioned above, given a conjunctive fuzzy type T fs 1 Y s 2 Y F F F Y s n g, the intended meaning of``x is of '' is``x is of s 1 and x is of s 2 and F F F and x is of s n ''. Thus, the conjunctive fuzzy subtype relation can be de®ned in a straightforward manner on the basis of the fuzzy subtype relation as follows.
De®nition 4.2. Given two conjunctive fuzzy types T 1 and T 2 Y T 2 is said to be a onjuntive fuzzy sutype of T 1 , denoted by
For example, with the basic type hierarchy in Example 3.1, one has: ftall manY trueY handsome manY more or less falseg The following proposition states that the conjunctive fuzzy subtype relation is a partial order on the set of all conjunctive fuzzy types de®ned over a partially ordered set of basic types and a fuzzy truth-value lattice (see Appendix A for the proof). Proposition 4.2. he set of ll onjuntive fuzzy typesD defined over prtilly ordered set of si types nd fuzzy truthEvlue lttieD forms n upper semiE lttie under the onjuntive fuzzy sutype reltion whereD for two onjuntive fuzzy types
The greatest lower bound of two conjunctive fuzzy types, however, does not always exist, neither does that of two fuzzy types. For instance, there is no greatest lower bound of two conjunctive fuzzy types {(TALL TALL_M A N MA N, true)} and {(YOUNG YO UNG_M A N MA N, very flse)}, in general. Nevertheless, we are interested in whether it exists when the two types do have a common lower bound. The signi®cance is that, if a ®nite set S fT 1 Y T 2 Y F F F Y T n g of (conjunctive) fuzzy types has this property and the constraint X T i T 1 8 X T i T 2 8 F F F 8X T i T n does have a solution for the fuzzy type variable , then the most speci®c solution is glbS, which exists. Firstly, we prove that two conjunctive fuzzy types T 1 and T 2 have this property if every pair s 1 P T 1 and s 2 P T 2 has this property, as stated in the following proposition (see Appendix A for the proof).
Proposition 4.3. vet T 1 nd T 2 e two onjuntive fuzzy types suh tht
We now identify classes of fuzzy types that have the above-mentioned property. For the proposition above, a basic type lattice (not just a partially ordered set) is required for cases 2 and 3, so that glbft 1 Y t 2 g and lubft 1 Y t 2 g of two basic types t 1 and t 2 exist. In particular, if 
Fuzzy type mismatching degrees
In reasoning with taxonomic information, the question is what the necessity of``x is of s 1 '' given``x is of s 2 '' is. If s 1 and s 2 are crisp types, it is either absolutely necessary (when s 2 is a subtype of s 1 ) or, in general, unde®ned. If s 1 and s 2 are fuzzy types, it is a matter of degree. In each case 1, 2 or 3 of Definition 3.2 of the fuzzy subtype relation, if the last condition (e.g. v 1 T i v 2 in case 1) does not hold, then there is a mismatching degree of
Before de®ning the mismatching degree of one fuzzy type to another, we present the notion of the mismatching degree of one fuzzy set to another, which was introduced in [70] and applied in [12, 14] . Mismatching degrees are taken to be the complement of relative necessity degrees and are used in place of such complements for simplicity of expressions.
De®nition 5.1. Let e and A Ã be two fuzzy sets on a domain . The mismthing degree of e to A Ã is denoted by DA j A Ã and de®ned by:
We note that DA j A Ã 1 À N A j A Ã , where NA j A Ã ) denotes the relative necessity degree of e given A Ã , whence N A j A Ã inf uPU fminf1Y 1 À l A Ã u l A ugg. This de®nition of the relative necessity degree (or certainty degree) of one fuzzy set to another was proposed in [49] which, as analysed in [28] , avoids counter-intuitive behaviour problems of other de®nitions. The de®ned fuzzy set mismatching degree function D has the following properties (see Appendix A for the proofs).
Proposition 5.1. por every fuzzy set e nd e P 0Y 1Y A e is the lest speifi solution for A Ã suh tht DA j A Ã T eF Proposition 5.2. vet AD A Ã D A 1 nd A 2 e fuzzy sets on the sme dominF hen the following properties hold:
We recall that DA j A Ã T e is equivalent to N A j A Ã P 1 À e. The signi®-cance of Proposition 5.1 is that from``It is certain at least to degree a that x is e'' one can infer``x is A 1 À a'' as the least speci®c solution, in accordance with the priniple of minimum speifiity [23] . On the other hand, by property 3 in Proposition 5.2, which implies Proposition 5.1, the solution e for the constraint A e T i A Ã , given e and A Ã , is DA j A Ã T e. Given two fuzzy types s 1 and s 2 , we also denote the mismatching degree of s 1 to s 2 by Ds 1 j s 2 , which is a value in 0Y 1. If Ds 1 j s 2 0 then s 1 T i s 2 . When Ds 1 j s 2 T 0,``x is of s 2 '' does not fully entail``x is of s 1 '', but rather 1 À Ds 1 j s 2 measures the relative necessity degree of``x is of s 1 '' given``x is of s 2 ''. If s 1 and s 2 do not satisfy the conditions except for the last one of any case of De®nition 3.2, then Ds 1 j s 2 is unde®ned and s 1 is said to be not mthle to s 2 , as formally de®ned below. 
For example, with the basic type hierarchy in Example 3. 
whence the result is Dv 1 j v 2 . Whereas, if v 2 T P T and fv P T j v T i v 2 g is in®nite, then lubfv P T j v T i v 2 g may not be computable. Fig. 4 illustrates such a fuzzy truth-value v 2 where v 2 T P T but Wv P T X v T i v 2 . However, in practice, with a membership function diagram de®ned by straight line segments like this, lubfv P T j v T i v 2 g can be simply computed, even when fv P T j v T i v 2 g is in®nite. Indeed, its diagram comprises the increasing parts of the diagram of v 2 and the level line segments drawn from its (relative) maximal points, as illustrated by the dash diagram in Fig. 4 , assuming that a fuzzy truth-value with a membership function being monotonic increasing to level unity has the TRUE TRUE-characteristic. Nevertheless, in general, to guarantee the computability of Dt 1 Y v 1 j t 2 Y v 2 , one has to avoid the case when v 2 T P T and Wv P T X v T i v 2 , or v 2 T P F and Wv P F X v T i v 2 . Such a fuzzy truth-value v 2 and fuzzy type (t 2 Y v 2 ) are said to be norml.
In [26] , the authors de®ned the similarity degree between two adjacent types in a type hierarchy to be one. Then the similarity degree between any two types was de®ned to be the sum of the lengths of the paths from the two types to their most speci®c common supertype. In [50, 51] , the author de®ned a similarity measure on types in a like manner and a similarity measure on fuzzy sets, then combined them to de®ne a similarity degree between two fuzzy conceptual graphs. Since such a similarity degree function is commutative, it can be used for similarity reasoning but not for lattice-based reasoning. In contrast, our fuzzy type mismatching degree function, as intended for lattice-based reasoning, is not commutative and takes into account the information partial order between fuzzy types.
The notions of matchability and the mismatching degree of one fuzzy type to another can also be extended to conjunctive fuzzy types. For the extension, the min and the max functions are used on the basis that``x is of 
De®nition 5.4. A conjunctive fuzzy type T 1 is said to be mthle to a conjunctive fuzzy type T 2 i Vs 1 P T 1 Ws 2 P T 2 X s 1 is matchable to s 2 .
De®nition 5.5. Let T 1 and T 2 be two conjunctive fuzzy types such that T 1 is matchable to T 2 . Then the mismthing degree of T 1 to T 2 , denoted by DT 1 j T 2 , is de®ned to be max s 1 PT 1 min s 2 PT 2 fDs 1 j s 2 j s 1 is mthle to s 2 }. As for fuzzy types, given two conjunctive fuzzy types T 1 and T 2 , we may write DT 1 j T 2 without explicitly stating that T 1 is matchable to T 2 . Also, DT 1 j T 2 may not be computable if T 2 contains an abnormal fuzzy type. A conjunctive fuzzy type that contains an abnormal fuzzy type is said to be norml too.
We now prove that the fuzzy type and the conjunctive fuzzy type mismatching degree functions have properties similar to those of the fuzzy set mismatching degree function stated by Propositions 5.1 and 5.2. Firstly, for every e P 0Y 1 and fuzzy type s tY v, we de®ne s e to be tY v e. Then the following propositions hold (see Appendix A for the proofs). For a conjunctive fuzzy type , we de®ne T e to be confs e j s P T g. Then similar properties are obtained as stated in the following propositions (see Appendix A for the proofs).
Proposition 5.5. por every onjuntive fuzzy type T 1 nd e P 0Y 1Y T 1 e is the lest speifi solution for T 2 suh tht DT 1 j T 2 T eF Proposition 5.6. vet T 1 Y T 2 nd T 3 e onjuntive fuzzy typesD defined over prtilly ordered set of si types nd fuzzy truthEvlue lttieD suh tht T 1 is mthle to T 2 F hen the following properties holdX
for every e P 0Y 1.
The signi®cance of Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 and Propositions 5.5 and 5.6 is that fuzzy types and conjunctive fuzzy types can be treated in the same way as fuzzy set values, with regard to mismatching degree quali®cation, propagation and modi®cation. In particular, for any fuzzy value v, which is a fuzzy set, a fuzzy type or a conjunctive fuzzy type, and e P 0Y 1Y v e is the least speci®c solution for v Ã such that Dv j v Ã T e. This then provides a basis for order-sorted fuzzy logic programming as presented in Section 6.
Order-sorted fuzzy logic programming
The framework of fuzzy types presented above can be applied to develop order-sorted fuzzy logic programming systems. Firstly, we note that fuzzy logic programming systems can be roughly classi®ed into two groups with respect to whether they involve fuzzy sets in programs or not. Systems that do not involve fuzzy sets usually have formulas weighted by real numbers in the interval 0Y 1, interpreted as truth or uncertainty degrees, e.g. [2, 21, 35, 39, 41, 44, 55, 71] . Systems that involve fuzzy sets, which we call fuzzy set logi progrmming, include those of [5, 28, 33, 43, 45, 66, 68] .
In fact, on the basis of the lattice property of fuzzy sets (under the information order as presented in Section 2), the entailment principle, and the principle of minimum speci®city, fuzzy set logic programming can be studied and developed in a lattice-based reasoning framework. We recall that, by the entailment principle, if A B then``x is e'' entails``x is f'' and, by the principle of minimum speci®city, if``x is e'' and``x is f '' then``x is A B'', where x is a variable and e and f are fuzzy sets on the same domain.
With this point of view, in [11, 12] , nnotted fuzzy logi progrmming was developed as a framework for fuzzy set logic programming. It extends the lattice-based reasoning framework of classical nnotted logi progrmming [27, 37, 38, 47] by considering both atoms and terms of predicate logic as objects, which all can be annotated, and using multiple annotation upper semi-lattices, which are ones of fuzzy sets on dierent domains. An annotated fuzzy logic program consists of Horn-like clauses of the following form:
where yj and Obj i 's are ®rst-order predicate logic terms or atoms, and r and B i 's are fuzzy set constants.
For example, in the following program, buy( ) and like( ) are atoms while price( ) is a term, in classical predicate logic terminology, and true, very true, not expensive and very hep are linguistic labels of fuzzy sets: buy(John, x): very true 2 like(John, x): true pricex X not expensive like(John, #36): very true price(#36): firly hep. Assuming x and #36 to stand for cars, the rule says``If it is true that John likes a car and the car's price is not expensive, then it is very true that he buys it''. The ®rst fact says``It is very true that John likes car #36''. The second fact says`T he price of car #36 is firly hep''. The declarative semantics was de®ned, then a sound and complete SLDresolution style proof procedure was developed for annotated fuzzy logic programs. The proof procedure selects reductants rather than clauses of a program in resolution steps, and involves solving constraints on fuzzy value terms. For ecient computation, the meta-level fuzzy rule model of [49] was applied, with the following inference pattern of certainty degree quali®cation, propagation and modi®cation as in [28] :
The annotated fuzzy logic programming framework is, however, general for systems with other models to be studied and developed. Inherited from annotated logic programming, the framework has two main advantages, as compared with previous fuzzy set logic programming approaches. First, it can deal with local inconsistency, that is, a program containing local inconsistencies does not arbitrarily entail everything. Second, in annotated fuzzy logic programs, fuzzy set values as annotations are separated from symbolic objects, whence symbolic manipulation such as pattern matching and uni®cation can be performed as in classical logic programming, while lattice-based deduction based on a particular computation model can be studied independently.
Furthermore, since conjunctive fuzzy types form an upper semi-lattice, as stated in Proposition 4.2, and can be treated in the same way as fuzzy set values in fuzzy reasoning, as noted after Proposition 5.6, they can be added to annotated fuzzy logic programs as type nnottions to extend the programs to order-sorted ones. An example of such an extended annotated fuzzy logic program is as follows:
buyxY y X very true 2 typexX rich manY very true typeyX car likexY yX more or less true type In fact, annotated (fuzzy) logic programming provides an abstract framework rather than a concrete language for studying lattice-based reasoning. That is, even though in a particular language lattice-based data may not be syntactically so clearly separated, they still can be abstractly considered as annotations. In particular, it was applied in [13, 14] to the development of fuzzy conceptual graph programs (cf. [16, 70] ), where fuzzy concept/relation types were regarded as lattice-based annotations in the structure of conceptual graphs [63] .
As de®ned therein, a fuzzy conceptual graph is a bipartite graph of onept vertices alternate with (conceptual) relation vertices, where edges connect relation vertices to concept vertices. Each concept vertex, drawn as a box, represents either an entity onept or an ttriute onept. An entity concept vertex is labelled by a pair of a onept type and a onept referent, whereas an attribute concept vertex is labelled by a triple of a concept type, a concept referent, and an ttriuteEvlue. Each relation vertex, drawn as a circle and labelled by a relation type, represents a relation of the entities represented by the concept vertices connected to it. A concept/relation type is de®ned by a conjunctive fuzzy type as presented above, and an attribute-value by a fuzzy set.
For example, the fuzzy conceptual graph in Fig. 5 says``It is very true that John is an American man who is young, and it is more or less true that he likes a car whose colour is lue'', where very true, more or less true, young and lue are linguistic labels of fuzzy sets.
In A fuzzy conceptual graph program is then de®ned to be a ®nite set of Hornlike clauses of the form if u then v, where u and v are fuzzy conceptual graphs. Fig. 6 shows an example fuzzy conceptual graph program consisting of one rule saying``If a building has originl architecture, then it is true that it is a building worth seeing and it is more or less true that its designer is proud of it'' and one fact saying``Sydney Opera House is a building that has quite originl architecture''. The dotted line connecting the two concepts [BUILDING BUILDIN G: *] and [(BUILDING BUILDING_W OR T H W O RTH_SEEING SEEING , true): *] is called a oreferene link, denoting that these two generic concepts refer to the same unspeci®ed entity.
The declarative semantics was de®ned in [13] , then a sound and complete graph-based SLD-resolution style proof procedure was developed in [14] for fuzzy conceptual graph programs. On the one hand, to our knowledge, this forms the ®rst sound and complete order-sorted fuzzy set logic programming system, which can deal with uncertainty about types of objects. On the other hand, it adds to the eorts of the fusion of conceptual graphs and fuzzy logic towards a knowledge representation and reasoning language that approaches human expression and reasoning. At this juncture, conceptual graphs oers a structure for a smooth mapping to and from natural language [64] , while fuzzy logic oers a methodology for approximate reasoning with words [75] .
Conclusion
Uncertainty and/or partial truth about object types can be represented by fuzzy types as pairs combining a basic type and a fuzzy truth-value. For this formulation of fuzzy types, we have proposed a structure of lattices of fuzzy truth-values of dierent truth-characteristics and various degrees. A conjunctive fuzzy type is constructed as a set of fuzzy types, to provide a single type label associated with an object that has more than one fuzzy type assertion.
The fuzzy subtype and the conjunctive fuzzy subtype relations are de®ned on those of basic types and fuzzy truth-values, taking into account the truthcharacteristics of fuzzy truth-values. We have proved that these relations are partial orders, under the same umbrella of information ordering as those of basic types and fuzzy truth-values. The presented formulation of (conjunctive) fuzzy types and the de®nition of the (conjunctive) fuzzy subtype relation have been shown to be adaptable for other measures of uncertainty and/or partial truth as well.
We have also proved that the set of all conjunctive fuzzy types, de®ned on a partially ordered set of basic types and a fuzzy truth-value lattice, forms an upper semi-lattice. In general, the greatest lower bound of two (conjunctive) fuzzy types may not exist, but we have identi®ed those such that, if two of them have a common lower bound then their greatest lower bound does exist.
For reasoning with fuzzy types, we have de®ned the mismatching degree of one (conjunctive) fuzzy type to another as the complement of the relative necessity degree of a fuzzy type assertion with the former to that with the latter. We have proved that (conjunctive) fuzzy types can be treated in the same way as fuzzy set values with regard to quali®cation, propagation, and modi®cation of mismatching degrees.
Grouping a basic type and a fuzzy truth-value, expressing uncertainty and/ or partial truth about the basic type assigned to an object, into a fuzzy type is advantageous both for the theoretical study of lattice and mismatching degree properties of fuzzy types and for the machinery computation with them as lattice-based values. In fact, since conjunctive fuzzy types form an upper semi-lattice and can be treated in the same way as fuzzy set values in fuzzy reasoning, they can be added to annotated fuzzy logic programs as type annotations to extend the programs to order-sorted ones. We have then shown the application of the presented fuzzy type framework in the development of a sound and complete order-sorted fuzzy set logic programming system in the conceptual graph notation.
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Proof. Let be the domain of e and A Ã . Firstly, by de®nition, one has:
One has DA j A e e i sup uPU f1 À l A ug P e. In particular, this occurs when Wu P U X 1 À l A u b e, that is, A e T U . We now prove that, if DA j A Ã T e then A Ã A e. By de®nition, one has:
Thus, if DA j A Ã T e then Vu P U X maxf0Y l A Ã u À l A ug T e, whence Vu P U X l A Ã u T minf1Y l A u eg, that is, A Ã A e. Ã Proposition 5.2. vet AY A Ã Y A 1 nd A 2 e fuzzy sets on the sme dominF hen the following properties hold:
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